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ABSTRACT : 
 
God is the common name of Allah, Jesus, Krishna etc. The name gives the shape, size ,quality 

and quantity of a thing , So name is everything. God is the Universe and Universe is made of 

Energy and matter .Matter is converted to energy and vice versa. The conversion is the 

eternal process of the changes in the Universe .  God is the thought of human mind .God is 

the master as well as the ruler of the Universe . Man is created from the Earth by the 

influence of the Universe .Every celestial body is created from the Universe and destroyed in 

the Universe . Likewise Earth is created from the Universe and it will be destroyed in the 

Universe in the far future .  

GOD DIRECTS EVERY ORGANISM TO GO ON HIS FIXED DISTANCE OF LIFE AND DO HIS ASSIGNED 

DUTY , AS GO AND DO ARE DERIVED FROM THE WORD GOD. GOD IS GOOD FOR EVERY LIVING BEING . 

GOD IS GOER AND GOD IS DOER . DO IS DERIVED FROM THE WORD GOD . DUTY IS DERIVED FROM THE 

WORD DO , SO DUTY  IS DERIVED FROM  GOD. HENCE DUTY IS GOD . THE DUTY OF A MAN  IS TO DO 

LOVE , DO SERVE , DO HELP AND DO FORGIVE TO THE HUMAN BEINGS . 

 

                                   The ancestors of the human beings are about 6 million years old in the Earth. 

The modern form of humans are evolved about 2 lac years ago .The humans’ civilization is only 

6 thousand years old .There is no evidence of any word meaning God in any language earlier 

to the human civilization .Gradually the man began to contemplate the reasons of any 

happening in the Universe as well as in the human civilization .Koran states that  , 
 

The first thing created was reason. Allah hath not created anything better than reason . The 

benefit which Allah giveth are on account of it and understanding is by it . Allah’s 

displeasure is caused by it, any by it are rewards and punishments .  

 

Union and Separation is  the law of the Universe .Universe is made of energy as well as matter. 

Matter is converted to Energy and Energy is transformed to Matter , It is the Go of the 

Universe . Changing is the eternal process of the Universe . So nobody knows what will happen 

to him in when, where and how .Man can not know the mysteries of the Universe and also he 

can not prevent the dangers, which come to him .So this situation compels the man to believe 

in the supreme universal power God, who is worshipped by the Christianity, Islam, Hinduism 

and Judaism as the creator ,ruler and saviour of the human society. Man believes in God in the 

humans civilization to avert his dangers and to fulfill his desires . 
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So man prays to God to prevent himself from the dangers and to fulfill his aims . Man is 

created in the Earth by the influence of the Universe .The man is made from the Earth in such 

a process that his faith in God makes him strong in mind and body. If he fears something then 

his mind and body becomes weak as a result he can not face any problem . Man can not know 

what is going to happen in his life in the future, as he is unable to know the rules and the 

regulations of the Universe . Life of a man is uncertain in this Earth, So he also believes in Luck.  

 

KEYWORD : 

God , Go , Do ,Duty , Good , Goer , Doer , Deed ,Human Being ,Earth, Universe , Luck ,Labour,  
Result . 
 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
If the letters of the word God are 

arranged then the following words are 

formed such as do, go, deed ,good ,duty, 

doer and goer .How these words are used 

in various religions are given in the 

following ways .  

Jesus Christ says Father ,forgive them, for 

they know not ,what they do. 

 Nanak says, There can be no worship 

without good actions ,that he is the true 

man, who loveth God and loveth man 

and serving all abideth in eternal love .  

Jainism says ,There are no Gods or 

spiritual beings that will help human 

beings. 

Lord Krishna says He who performs 

actions dedicating them to the lord and 

giving up attachment is not touched by 

sin as a lotus leaf by water. 

 Mahabharata says never should a man 

do to another what he would not want 

another to do to him, this is the essence 

of all dharmas . 

Koran says ,An hour’s contemplation and 

study of God’s creation is better than a 

year’s  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUBJECT MATTER :  

If from the letters of the word God, G 

stands for governor, O stands for originator 

and D stands for destroyer, So God is 

governor, originator and destroyer. Again  

from the word God, O stands for 

omnipotent, omnipresent and omniscient. 

So God is omnipotent, omnipresent and 

omniscient in the Universe . 

No one can see God with his eyes, but 

every one of us can realize him with the 

help of one’s purified intellect. He resides 

in the hearts of his devotees. If the water is 

clear and static then one can see his own 

image in it, similarly when the heart of the 

devotee is pure and pious then God is 

realized there.  

The light of the sun falls equally on wood, 

stone and mirror, but it is seen in the 

mirror only and not in the stone or wood.  

God is present in every heart and cannot 

be seen in the wood like impure heart of 

the man without devotion, but He can be 

directly observed in the mirror like pure 

heart of the devotee. So God is of the 

devotees .  
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If the letters of the word GOD are arranged as 

G stands for GOD, O stands for ORGANISM and 

D stands for DIRECTS then altogether these 

words  state that God directs the organisms. 

If the letters of the word God are 

permuted by taking two letters at a 

time, then only two meaningful words 

Go and  Do  can be formed. 

As  go and do are derived from the word 

God, So God  directs every organism to 

go and do. Do means do his assigned 

duty without waiting for the result and 

Go means go on his fixed distance of life.  

 
 

                      G 

                                    Go  

                      O                   

                                                   Do                                     

                      D 

  

 

    G                                                      
                                       Go 
   O              
                                      Do – Duty -Deed 
    D                              

 

                                   

                                   

G                                                           

                                   Go - Goer 

O 

                                   Do - Doer 
D                             

 
 
Hence  “God  directs every organism to 

go on his fixed distance of life and do his 

duty which has been assigned to him 

without waiting for the result” . 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The above expression is same as what 
lord Krishna has told to Arjuna in Gita, 

that “KARMANYE BADHIKARASTE MA PHALESU 

KADACHAN” . 

 The above expression is same as what 

New Testament states , Go and Sell that 

thou hast and give to the poor and thou 

shalt have treasure in heaven .  

The above expression is also same as what   

Taoism says ,    Go with the flow and 

 Let go .  

The above expression is also same as what  

Mahavir preached , People not to do 

harm to any living being . 

The above expression is also same as what 

Islam says, Really live your life, enjoy 

your life, accept whatever situation you 

have been given and work through it 

happily . 

 
-                                           

                                                        G - God 

              
                                                      O - Organism                                                                          

                                                                   

                                                       D - Directs 

             G  -   Governor  

            O  -   Originator                                     

            D  -  Destroyer 

 

The word go is derived from the word 

God, and the word goer is derived from 

the word go. So God is goer. Similarly, The  

word do is derived from the word God,  

and the word doer is derived from the 

word do. So God is doer . 

 Hence altogether it states that “God is 

goer and  God is doer”  
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The above expression is same as what Lord 
Krishna  has told to Arjuna in Gita . 
 
“  YADA YADAHI DHARMASYA 
                                          GLANIR BHABATI  BHARATA , 
 ABHYUTHANAM ADHARMASYA 
                                   TADATMANAM SURYAMYAHAM , 
PARITRANAYA  SADHUNAM 
                           BINASAYACHA  DUSKRUTAM DARMA ,               
SANSTHAPANARTHAYA 
                                           SAMBHAYAMI  YUGE  YUGE , ” 

                      

The above fact states that, God goes to the 
earth as an incarnation when and where he 
is needed, but after establishing the 
dharma and killing the wicked demon, He 
goes back to his original position . 

Duty is derived from Do and Do is derived 
from God. So Duty is derived from God. 
This implies that      Duty is God. 

 The word good is derived from the letters 
of the word God . Deed is derived from the 
word do . 

  So  God directs  every  body to do good 
deeds to all living beings  as  Duty is God. 
This expression is also same as what 

  Bible says,  The best way to do good to 
ourselves is to do good to others .  
 

Human Society has reached the modern 

age due to the labour of the people .people 

are equal in God’s administration but 

people are unequal in man`s 

administration. Man is the architect of his 

own luck .Fortune often knocks at the door, 

but the fool does not invite her in . Luck  

knocks once at least at every man’s door . 

Luck makes kings and poors . 

 So the luck and the labour of a man are 

important to determine the result.  

Everything happens in the world by cause 

and effect . 

 

 Luck is the outcome of chance . Chance is 

considered as a force that causes good or 

bad things to happen .Success or failure is 

apparently brought by chance rather than 

through one’s own actions. What is lotted, 

that can not be blotted. This implies that  

the luck is very important in the life of a 

man. Duty is God, this means the  duty is 

also important to live in this world. Duty 

means labour of a man. Both the labour 

and the luck of a man determine the result.  

 

“The labour of a man is directly 

proportional to his result, when his luck is 

constant in that purpose”.  

This implies if the labour of a man is 

increased then in the same proportion the 

result is increased and also if the labour is 

decreased then in the same proportion the 

result is decreased. 

 Mathematically this can be expressed as 

follows,  

  Labour        Result,            when the luck 

is constant            --------------------(1)                          

Again “The labour of a man is inversely 

proportional to his luck, when the result is 

constant in that purpose”.  

This means, to get a fixed result, if the 

labour is increased then in the same 

proportion the luck is decreased to get that 

result. Similarly if the labour is decreased 

then the luck should be  increased in the 

same proportion to get that fixed result. 

 Mathematically this can be expressed as 

follows ,  

 Labour        ( 1/ luck )  ,     when the result 

 Is constant        -------------------( 2 )
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The environment plays an important role 

to achieve something , where the 

environment is the constant of 

proportionality. If the environment fully 

supports a man then the environmental 

constant value becomes unity . 

If the environment does not support fully 

to a man, then the value of the 

environment becomes a fractional number. 

But the man chooses the environment 

according to his choice for his betterment . 

Therefore the environmental  value is 

taken as   1   in most of the cases. But  if 

the environment does not support to 

somebody in sometimes in that case then 

the value of the environment is fraction . 

 

Combining the facts  (1)  and  (2) ,   It is 

obtained that   

 
 LABOUR  =  ENVIRONMENT * ( RESULT/ LUCK ) 

    

  =  1 * ( RESULT / LUCK )  

                            when environment = 1                                                                   

So      LABOUR  = ( RESULT / LUCK ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This implies that,     

                     

                   RESULT = LABOUR *  LUCK 

 

Case : 1     Luck makes kings out of beggars 

and beggars out of kings .Luck favours the 

brave .  If the luck of a man does not 

support to him at all in any particular 

work . Then the luck  is taken as zero . 

     

 We have ,    Result = Labour *  Luck, 

 So     Result = Labour * 0 = 0 ,     As  luck = 0    

 Hence              RESULT   =  0  

 

Case : 2    Labour without luck helps not. 

Labour is the mother of good luck .  If a 

man does not labour in a particular  

profession  for waiting the luck , then  the   

labour  is taken as zero. 

 We have  ,   Result = Labour * Luck  

 So  Result  = Luck * 0  = 0 ,  As  labour = 0 

                  Hence              RESULT   =   0  

     

CONCLUSION : 

The civilization of the humanism is the 

exploration of the truth of the Universe. 

So the human society should know the 

following facts one and all.  

Universe is made of energy and matter. 

Matter is converted to energy and vice 

versa for ever .So union and separation is 

the law of the Universe .The properties of 

the matter and energy are darkness, light, 

heat ,cold and sound. Man is a part of the 

Earth, he is created as well as destroyed in 

the Earth .So Earth is a part of the 

Universe, Earth is created from the 

Universe and it must be destroyed in the 

Universe in the farthest future. Every 

celestial body is created from the Universe 

and that is destroyed in the Universe. 

When the rate of rotation of the Earth will 

be equal to the rate of rotation of the 

moon then the atmosphere and the water 

of the Earth will disappear as a result the 

living beings will be destroyed from it . 
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Man is created from the Earth by the 

influence of the Universe and he is 

destroyed in the Earth .Man is a part of the 

Earth before his birth and after his death. 

Man cannot know all the rules and 

regulations of the Universe that is why he 

believes in Luck as well as  God  due to the 

fear of the dangers in the Earth and also 

the reason of aspiration to fulfill his 

desires. God is the infinite energy and 

master of the Universe in human thought. 

Who saves and rules the human society 

irrespective of caste , colour , region and 

religion . Life is an equation of the body 

such as 

14 parts inhalation of oxygen  =  11 parts 

exhalation of oxygen + 3 parts absorption 

of oxygen 

 in the body . Life of a man is uncertain in 

the Earth ,  What will happen when  to a 

man ,nobody knows. Man should not 

believe to his breath because life is a 

bubble of water .So man should live happily 

and peacefully as long as he is alive . 

 

 

Every man should love, serve, forgive and 

help to the human society. He should 

meditate for his mental health and he 

should work according to his wage for the 

physical health . 

Lord Krishna says to the man ,The wealth 

which is with you in present ,that was 

somebody else in the past and that would 

be somebody else in future .Nothing is 

permanent and everything is changing 

continuously in the Universe. So your 

youthness ,wealth and beauty must 

change. You have come alone with empty 

hands and go back from the Earth with 

empty hands .Hence man should not boast 

of what he has .Every living being has the 

right to live in happily and peacefully in this 

world . 

Due to the above reasons, “ God directs 

every organism to go on his fixed distance 

of life and do his assigned duty without 

waiting for the result “. 
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